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Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction is a subgenre of science fiction, science fantasy, or horror in which
the Earth's technological civilization is collapsing or has collapsed. The apocalypse event may be climatic,
such as runaway climate change; natural, such as an impact event; man-made, such as nuclear holocaust or
resource depletion; medical, such as a pandemic, whether natural or man ...
Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction - Wikipedia
The Project Gutenberg EBook of Anne of Green Gables, by Lucy Maud Montgomery This eBook is for the
use of anyone anywhere in the United States and most other parts of the world at no cost and with almost no
restrictions whatsoever.
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This is a list of apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction works as portrayed in literature, film, television, and,
comics.. Apocalyptic fiction is a subgenre of science fiction that is concerned with the end of civilization due
to a potentially existential catastrophe such as nuclear warfare, pandemic, extraterrestrial attack, impact
event, cybernetic revolt, technological singularity ...
List of apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic fiction - Wikipedia
Apps are the cornerstone of Apple's iOS platform. The ecosystem is what sets Apple's mobile platform apart
from its rivals, and the highest-quality iPhone apps are typically best in class.
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